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It

has been said that a picture is
worth a thousand words. If this is
true, a three-dimensional model
provides as much information as at least
three thousand words.
And if the model is brightly colored,
easy to construct and reminds the builder
of happier, less stressful times when she
was free to create a world of her own
design, a world where she is the star of
her own story, then getting authentic
insights becomes as easy as pie.
Lego® Serious Play® (LSP) is a flexible communication and research tool
that almost always produces new insights
and surprising results, and Lego has
recently made it open source, so it is
available to any qualitative researcher.
Just as the name suggests, the process
involves Lego bricks.
The bricks come in a broad variety of
shapes and sizes beyond the standard 2
by 2 and 2 by 4 (numbers relate to number of nubs) square and rectangular
“brick” shapes. Bricks can be transparent sky-blue domes (my personal favorite), Kelly-green squat evergreen tree-like
pieces, a wall section with embedded
movable doorways or windows, an elephant, cat, monkey or the miniaturefigure collection (called minifig), which
includes sets of movable legs, torsos,
heads, hair styles and a variety of hats
(fire helmet, hard-hat, baseball cap,
crown) sized to fit Lego heads. Heads
come in both male and female versions.
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And there are cobwebs made of string,
pink and lavender castles and gold money
that intentionally does not stick to other
bricks. One brick can be the basis for an
entire story.
Lego Serious Play was invented by
Johan Roos and Victor Bart, two business professors from Switzerland’s Institute for Management Development, and
Kjeld Kristiansen, leader of The Lego
Group. Roos and Bart sought to create
a methodology that would help teams of
business executives build and refine business strategies. The Lego bricks proved
to be a robust tool that executives could
use to model operations, opportunities
and threats to their organization (such
as a stock-market crash or a positive
story on the front page of the Wall
Street Journal).

Why It Works

As any qualitative researcher who uses
construction-oriented projectives knows,
when people build, they go directly from
an internal picture or sense similar to a
subconscious dream state to a threedimensional model, bypassing the need
to talk it out or think it through on paper.
The visual model focuses the discussion.
In most instances, the words that people
use to describe their models are secondary, and shy people are more at ease
when they have a visual reference point.
We use both hands when we build, so
model-building engages both sides of the

brain. The right hand accesses the left
brain, and the left hand accesses the right
brain. The process of building integrates
left-brain knowledge with right-brain wisdom. Building with the hands stimulates
areas of the brain that cannot be accessed
any other way.

How It Works

The Lego Serious Play methodology takes
advantage of our hand-brain connection.

Photos by Kay Corry Aubrey.

Its powerful, highly structured process
evokes information that is much deeper
and richer than just playing with Lego.
The process is guided by a set of
ground rules referred to as Etiquette. The
LSP facilitator poses a series of artfully
designed Challenges. Each challenge
begins with the word “Build…” The
level of reflection or candor required
to respond to the flow of building challenges deepens gradually.

The first challenge is almost always
“Build a tower.” Every person then tells
a story about her or his model. This
warm-up challenge gets people familiar
with using the bricks and with the process flow where a facilitator gives a challenge, everyone builds an individual
model, and everyone tells a story. In
addition, the facilitator can support
reflection that allows participants to see
that even though everyone started with

the exact same bag of bricks, every model
is different and interesting. Deeper challenges might be: “Build your ideal client,
computer experience, spot remover or
laundry detergent.”
It is important that building challenges
be provocative enough to inspire images
and stories, while being neutral enough
to separate any preconceived agendas of
the workshop sponsor, designer or facilitator from the creative response. The
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Etiquette requires that everyone in the
room build (no observers; we are all in
this together) and that everyone tell a
story about what he or she built.
The process always begins with people
building individual models in response
to the same challenge. After two to three
rounds of individual challenges, depending on the program objectives, participants might arrange their individual models into a shared landscape and develop
a story that integrates all the individual
models, or they might combine their
works to form a single model. If models
are combined, every participant has to
personally assure the facilitator that her
or his key ideas are included in the consolidated model.

Case Study —
Creating team synergy and
harvesting collective intelligence

I was a participant in my first workshop.
A non-profit organization that I had
founded was an early case study for the
LSP process. Our goal in working with
the process was to help my team clarify
our roles, to understand our own and
each other’s strengths, and to align individual efforts with our team goals. Our
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facilitator first asked us to build a model
of ourselves and the qualities that we
each brought to the team and to our
work. I built a house, with movable windows and door, filled with gold coins and
surrounded by grass and a vegetable garden. On top of the house, I put a female
head with reddish brown hair (my hair
color at the time). We all gained deeper
insight into ourselves and how we saw
each other.
My friend Jeanne built herself as a figure sitting in front of a grand piano. The
top of the piano was propped up with a
tiny strut. (And Jeanne had poked fun at
her Lego building expertise!) In her story,
Jeanne described that what attracted her
to the non-profit organization we had
created together was an opportunity
to bring creativity to her work. She
explained that before law school and
business school, she had been a concert
pianist, and it was this creativity that she
wanted to use in her work. I had known
Jeanne for ten years and knew her only
as an attorney. I never knew she had
been a concert pianist.
Later in the workshop, we all arranged
our individual identity models into a
structure that explained how we related

to one another. Each model told a story,
using symbols and metaphors. My housewith-a-head-on-top became the “heart”
of the landscape. Several models symbolically “held hands” with my model. Two
models, though, were so close to the
edge of the table they almost fell on the
floor. The people who built the edge models had joined for business-networking
reasons and did not feel aligned with our
mission. They admitted that they never
would have told me this to my face, but
when they could not place their avatar
near me or near the hub of our organization, they were able to visually articulate their concerns and discomfort.

Case Study —
Creating understanding across
generations and work backgrounds
You can use this method to create interpersonal insights that surprise participants across generations or hierarchies.
I once facilitated an LSP session for the
Leadership Forum of Silver Bay, which is
an annual conference dedicated to purpose-driven leadership. For 90 years, the
Leadership Forum has been at the forefront of human issues in industrialized
America. The program is held at a

YMCA Facility in Lake George, which
has a number of recreational amenities,
so attendees bring their entire family,
and family members were invited to participate in this workshop.
During our session, participants were
asked to “Build what leadership means
to you, personally.” The question was
intentionally open ended and inspired
people to build leadership in action (for
example, one participant represented this
concept via a mini figure conducting an
orchestra). After the program, men in
their 60s and 70s came up to me and
told me story after story of how they
were surprised by and proud of the wisdom and insight voiced by their wives
and children.

Case Study —
Representing diversity
within an organization

Connections can be clearly expressed with
this approach. Once threats, opportunities
or elements of an organization have been
modeled and arranged in a landscape,
program participants describe how individual elements relate to each other by
adding a variety of connection pieces to
the model. The connection pieces can be
plastic chains, tubes of various diameters,
straight pieces that link together in a
zigzag structure, pieces of string, pieces
of elastic, expansion ladders or even a
cannon. Is the connection strong, weak,
flexible? Does it break easily? All of
these qualities can be clearly expressed
in the LSP system of communication and
research tools.
In a workshop for a professional association that was launching a yearlong
diversity program, I asked participants
to “Build what diversity means to you,
personally.” On the plane ride home, I
transcribed the note cards that recorded
the stories people had told their tablemates about their models. The recorded
stories were close to poetry and moved
me to tears. “All colors make a stable
structure. Take one color out, and the
structure is unstable.” Or another model
story, “Different, unique individual pieces
come together to make a more interesting
and beautiful whole.” And another, “My
vision of diversity was to take pieces of
all shapes and colors and make them
come together. I found that the pieces
didn’t always work together as I had
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The process can make it easier to describe feelings and thoughts
that are difficult to put into words.

planned, so I had to compensate in some
areas to make everything balance.”

Adding Lego Serious Play
to Your Toolbox

Two online communities were started by
groups of LSP facilitators — Serious Play
Pro (http://seriousplaypro.com/) and
Strategic Play Room (http://strategicplay
room.ning.com/). You can join either of
these communities and pose questions
about program design, training or finding a facilitator.
If you would like to try the process
with your own work group or client,

order Lego Serious Play Window Bag
(the smallest brick assortment) kits online
at the LSP Web site. You will need one
Window Bag for each participant.
Incorporating this skill set into your
toolbox is straightforward. The specific
workshop design will vary based on your
meeting objectives. The basic approach is
to start by asking everyone in the room
to build a tower. Then ask them to build
the biggest challenge they faced today or
this week. Then you can get down serious
business and ask them to build something
that is germane to the meeting objectives.
For example, you can ask participants

to “build what makes you feel valued,”
“build your biggest challenge taking
care of your family” or “build your ideal
product experience.”
Lego Serious Play is another creative
technique that QRCs can use to provide
access to authentic expression when
exploring topics that are difficult or
uncomfortable to discuss. If you have
genuine interest in learning more about
the process, I strongly recommend engaging the expertise of a trained and experienced facilitator to work with you to colead a program, or consider participating
in a four-day training yourself.

Etiquette
Highlights
1. Treat each other with respect.
2. The process ALWAYS begins

with the participants building
individual models.

3. Direct all questions/

comments to the model, not
the model builder. (Questions
might sound like, “What does
this yellow brick with the eye
mean?” or “Show me the area
in your model that shows
this separation.”)
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